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Society News

From the Editor
by Bart van Arem

Dear colleagues,
The field of Intelligent Transport Systems is moving into a new era. After years of research and pilot

applications, ITS is moving into implementation at an increasing scale. ITS has an increasing effect on the
way we travel and on the management of transportation systems. ITS is contributing to the transformation
of societal and industrial activities. Yet, there are many unresolved issues in the development and application
of ITS, thus calling for an intensified and integrated approach to research on ITS. The transformation of the
IEEE ITS Council to the IEEE ITS Society underlines the increasing interest in ITS. I expect that the the
IEEE ITS Society will rapidly grow in importance, impact and size.

A your new Editor of this Newsletter I am honored to keep you informed on ITS activities related to the
IEEE ITS Society, but also on other relevant ITS activities. Technical papers that are of general interest
to the readers of the newsletter and that have been published in dedicated IEEE Journals or Conferences
can be published as a reprint in this newsletter with permission of the authors and original editor. Also I
would like to invite contributions that give overviews on major research programmes world-wide as well as
major events on ITS. Finally we will be publishing book reviews. Suggestions for books to review are very
welcome.

I would like to thank Stefano Stramigioli for his efforts as the previous Editor of the Newsletter and hope
to be able to match the standard Stefano has set. I thank the Members of the Society for their trust to give
me the opportunity to serve as the Newsletter Editor. I would like to thank Dorette Alink-Olthof for being
prepared to assist me in the composition of the newsletter.

I hope you will enjoy this first issue!

Message from the IEEE ITS Society President
by Charles J. Herget

I would like to welcome all of the readers of this Newsletter to the first issue published by the newly
formed IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society. Let me begin by thanking Prof Dr Bart van Arem
from the Centre for Transport Studies, University of Twente, in The Netherlands, for serving as the Editor-
in-Chief this year. I am sure he will maintain the same excellent quality as his predecessor, Prof. Stefano
Stramigioli, did last year. The Newsletter is a very important tool for communicating with the members of
our Society and others in our profession.

It will be my honor to serve as President of the Society in 2005. I was President of the Council on ITS
in 2003-2004 and some of you may wonder why I am serving a third year as president. The reason is that
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the Society decided to have a president-elect this year, a position the Council did not have. The reasoning
of those who wrote the transition plan was that the president-elect should serve during the final term of the
current president. Thus it was deemed appropriate that the President of the Council in 2004 should continue
as President of the Society in 2005.

I have been associated with the Society and its predecessor organizations, the Ad Hoc Committee on ITS
and the Council on ITS, in various capacities since 1994. I am pleased to see the activities have matured
well. Our Transactions on ITS, our annual Conference on ITS, and our annual Symposium on Intelligent
Vehicles provide the mechanisms for the dissemination of the latest research in our profession.

One of the primary goals for the Society this year will be to get our membership activities off to a good
start. So far, we are well behind our expected membership; however, that is typical for a new society in
IEEE. Our scope is such that we should have a membership of several thousand. We will need volunteers to
help support our additional activities. I will be calling on you for your help in future issues of this Newsletter.

Another goal for this year will be to document the events that led the formation of our Society. I am
pleased to announce that E. Ryerson Case has agreed to serve as the official historian of our Society. Rye
was one of the significant contributors in the formative years of ITS.

Please send me an email if you would like to volunteer your services or if you have any suggestions for
improving the operation of the Society.

Charles Herget 2005 President, IEEE ITS Society c.herget@ieee.org

Calendar of Society Events
by Daniel J. Dailey

Up Coming events for ITSS:

ITS Society Meetings:

• IEEE ITSS Executive Committee: February 12 2005, San Diego, CA, USA.

• IEEE ITSS Board of Governors: June 5 2005, Las Vegas, NV, USA.

• IEEE Intelligent Vehicles Symposium: June 6-8 2005, Las Vegas, NV, USA.

• IEEE ITSC: September 13-16 2005, Vienna, Austria.

• IEEE ITSS Board of Governors: September 17 2005, Vienna, Austria.

• IEEE ITSC: 2006, Toronto, Canada.

• IEEE ITSC: 2007, Seattle, WA, USA.

Latest Updates at: http://www.ewh.ieee.org/tc/its/calendar.html
Update your IEEE membership to include ITSS at: http://www.ieee.org/itss and click Update
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Message from the VP for Conferences
by Paul Kostek

As we enter a new year we can look back at successful Conferences in Parma and Washington, DC. IV04
was held in June and Chaired by Alberto Broggi. ITSC04 was held in October and Chaired by myself.

This year we can look forward to IV05 which will be held in Las Vegas June 5-7. You can learn more at
http://www.ieeeiv.org.. The Chair of the Symposium is FeiYue Wang.

ITSC05 will be held in Vienna September 13-16. You can learn more at http://www.itsc2005.at. Reinhard
Pfliegl will be the General Chair of the Conference.

Planning is already underway for ITSC06 to be held in Toronto, Canada and ITSC07 to be held in Seattle,
Washington. The contact for ITSC06 is Baher Abdulhai baher.abdulhai@utoronto.ca. For ITSC07, the
contact is Dan Dailey dan@its.washington.edu.

IV06 will be held in Asia and proposals to host IV07 are now welcome. Please submit to me:
p.kostek@ieee.org by May 18 of this year. The location for the 2007 symposium will be Europe.

The second Grand Challenge sponsored by DARPA will be held in October and several ITSS members
are part of teams in this year’s competition. More at: http://www.darpa.mil/grandchallenge/.

One issue the committee is looking at is no-show authors. When an author has a paper accepted for one
of our conferences the expectation is the author will both deliver a paper for the proceedings and attend the
conference to present during the session they have been assigned. Publishing without presenting is becoming
a problem for our conferences, in fact for many IEEE conferences. At ITSC04 I experienced this first hand as
several attendees expressed disappointment that certain papers they had come to hear were not presented.
This is also unfair to the session chair and to the other presenters.

In today’s new world there are challenges for authors coming to the US, and other countries, to get
visas, so it is critical that authors apply for visas as soon as their paper is accepted. If you aren’t going to
attend a Conference to present your paper you need to inform the session Chair as soon as possible. Within
IEEE some conferences are beginning to track individuals who submit papers and then fail to attend the
conference. The result is their papers will not be accepted at future conferences. We don’t want to take this
action, but will, if we continue to have the problem of no-show authors.

We look forward to another successful year of ITSS Conferences and hope you will be able to attend and
participate in one of our Conferences.

ITSC2005 in Vienna
by Reinhard Pfliegl

ITSC 2005 will take place from 13th to 16th of September 2005 in Vienna,
Austria and will continue the tradition of leading advances in basic research on
technology related to intelligent transport systems, ITS applications and the
interface between ITS technology and the society.

We welcome all highly scientific papers by experts from all over the world
which will address the continuing evolution of transportation research and prac-
tice. We have received about 300 submitted papers and the best 200 out of them
will be presented at the conference. The program committee has decided to select the best papers presented
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at the conference for possible publication in a special issue of the IEEE Transactions of Intelligent Trans-
portations Systems. The local arrangement activities as registration, exhibition are specified.

I invite everybody to participate in this state of the art conference in the heart of Europe. Further
information can be found at the conference homepage www.itsc2005.at.

Message from the VP for Publications
by Emily Sopensky

Let’s Get Smart
Change is inevitable, but engineering change takes some consideration. Now that the IEEE Intelligent

Transportation Systems Council has become a full-fledged society, we can now change incrementally by
building a strong society of members who are deeply involved in the industry of ITS.

So let’s get smart about change.
The benefits of joining the IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society are many. Participating in

the many activities sponsored by the society; meeting fellow engineers, inventors, scientists –people like you
– is the road to successful, inventive, and inspired collaborations. Joining the ITS Society is an opportunity
to stay in touch with the industry and maintain professional associations for life.

But the most important benefit of membership in the society is that you get free online access to the
IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems. ITS interests span many technologies, such as
communications, imaging science, control systems, reliability, sensors, and information technology. The
Transactions is supported by 35 associate editors - experts who are recognized in their respective fields.

For the first time, we are marketing the Transactions and membership in the new society. You will hear
more in latter issues of the newsletter about the Get Smart campaign.

If you are not already a member of ITSS and your field of interest is ITS, it’s time to Get Smart. Join
the society and get your free subscription to the Transactions.

If you are a member, congratulations! Let us know what you think of the newsletter.
Under the heading of ”Change,” we’re delighted that Prof. Bart van Arem is the new Editor-in-Chief

of the ITSS newsletter. His challenges are great, but he is building on a very successful entity that his
predecessors, Profs. Stefano Stramigioli and Alberto Broggi ably shepherded. We look forward to seeing
Prof. Van Arem’s inspiration in motion.
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Join the Society. Access the journal for free.

It could be your wisest move.

About Intelligent Transportation Systems
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Intelligent transportation systems have
changed the world, making lives easier, 
safer and more secure. At the forefront of
this exciting field, working in nearly every
branch of technology, are people like 
you — the engineers, inventors, scientists
and researchers who make it all happen.

Connect with this community of innovators
and get the latest technical information and
research: join the IEEE Intelligent

Transportation Systems Society.

Society members are among the most active
and innovative professionals in the field. 
The Society sponsors the annual IEEE
Conference on ITS and IEEE Intelligent
Vehicles Symposium — opportunities to
meet and mingle with colleges from around
the world, at a membership discount!

Dues are just US$25 (US$13 for students)
when you join the IEEE, and include access
to the quarterly IEEE Transactions on

Intelligent Transportation Systems. From
simple applications to complex systems to
history-making events and inventions, it’s
the must-have resource that chronicles key
developments in your field.

Inside, you’ll find topics like:

■ Communications 

(inter-vehicle and vehicle-to-roadside)

■ Computers 

(hardware, software)

■ Control 

(adaptive, fuzzy, cooperative, neuro)

■ Decision Systems 

(expert systems, intelligent agents)

■ Systems 

(engineering, architecture, evaluation)

■ Information Systems 

(database, data fusion, security)

■ Manmade Interfaces 

(displays, artificial speech)

■ Imaging and Real-Time Image Analysis

■ Sensors 

(infrastructure and vehicle based)

■ Simulations 

(continuous, discrete, real-time)

■ Signal Processing

■ Standards

■ Reliability and Quality Assurance

■ Technology Forecasting and Transfer

IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society.

www.ieee.org/itss

314-K_ITSSads_getsmart_Full  1/20/05  3:18 PM  Page 1
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Message from the VP Technical Activities
by Stefano Stramigioli

It is a pleasure to address you all as Vice President (VP) of Technical activities of our new born society.
The duty of the VP for technical activities is to chair the Technical Activity Board (TAB) of the society

which should promote and coordinate the various technical activities which take place in any possible form.
Usually TAB is composed of a set of Technical committees (TCs) which are responsible for more specific
topics of the society and should organize special sessions, special issues and any other possible technical
event which promote the dissemination of knowledge in our field.

I want to go further then that and propose an editorial board for conferences which would be tightly
coupled to TAB. This would ensure good coordination, proper expertise during the conference review and
most important continuity and quality assurance for our scientific meetings. I will present my plans to the
next upcoming Executive committee meeting which will take place in San Diego shortly.

I would not need to say, that any possible suggestion or active involvement from our members to TAB is
always much appreciated and I am looking forward to meeting you in one of our upcoming events.

Report on IEEE Trans. on Intelligent Transportation Systems
by Alberto Broggi

The December issue was devoted to the best papers presented at IEEE ITS Conference 2003 which was
held in Shanghai, China, in Oct 2003. Unfortunately not all selected papers had the possibility to be included
in the December issue due to page budget issues, and therefore some of them were postponed to the March
2005 issue, which is under production right now. Besides this special section, the March issue will also
feature some regular papers. The March 2005 issue is already closed.

The attached figure shows: in blue the number of papers submitted in each month from April 2003 (when
we switched to electronic submission), and in red the number of papers still without a decision; this means
that either the first submission did not come to an end, or that a new revision is currently under evaluation.
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IEEE Trans. on Intelligent Transportation Systems - Index
by Simona Berté

To go directly to the online Transactions Table of Contents, click on ”Index” above. IEEE ITSS members
have full access to the papers. Non-members can browse the abstracts, which are provided below.

Vol.6, No.1, March 2005

• Guest Editorial Advanced Traveler Information Systems and Vision-Based Techniques
for ITS , by Fei-Yue Wang, Pitu Mirchandani and S. Tang

• Geometric Travel Planning , by Stefan Edelkamp, Shahid Jabbar, and Thomas Willhalm

Abstract: This paper provides a novel approach for optimal route planning making efficient use
of the underlying geometrical structure. It combines classical AI exploration with computational
geometry. Given a set of global positioning system (GPS) trajectories, the input is refined by
geometric filtering and rounding algorithms. For constructing the graph and the according point
localization structure, fast scan-line and divide-and-conquer algorithms are applied. For speeding
up the optimal on-line search algorithms, the geometrical structure of the inferred weighted graph
is exploited in two ways. The graph is compressed while retaining the original information for
unfolding resulting shortest paths. It is then annotated by lower bounds and refined topographic
information; for example by the bounding boxes of all shortest paths that start with a given
edge. Traffic disturbances can result in an increase in travel time for the affected area, which in
turn, can affect the pre-computed information. This paper discusses two models of introducing
dynamics in a navigation system. The on-line planning system GPS-ROUTE implements the
above techniques and provides a client-server web interface to answer series of shortest-path or
shortest-time queries.

• A Stimulus Response Model of Day-to-day Network Dynamics , by Hsun-Jung Cho and
Ming-Chorng Hwang

Abstract: A general structure of stimulus-response formula is presented to specify the interacted
network dynamics under the assumption of daily learning and adaptive travel behavior. By
taking time derivative of system variable as a response term, the evolution of whole system is
formulated as a dynamical system. Issues of existence, uniqueness, and stability for the proposed
differential equations are briefly discussed. Approximation of time-varying route choice model
is derived from the addressed path flow dynamics. Threshold effects on path flow dynamics are
encapsulated into general structure by incorporating a discontinuous stimulus term. Then quasi
user equilibrium is achieved to be a steady state when all users feel indifferent between experienced
travel time and predicted travel time provided by Intelligent Transportation Systems, i.e. the
whole system dynamics stay within a bounded range. The proposed quasi user equilibrium is
reduced to Wardrop’s user equilibrium if threshold effects of path flow dynamics are vanished.

• Advanced Traveler Information System for Hyderabad City , by Praveen Kumar, V. Singh
and D. Reddy

Abstract: Advanced Traveler Information System (ATIS) is one of the types of Intelligent Trans-
portation System (ITS) application areas that implements emerging computer, communication
and information technologies to provide the vital information to the users of system regarding
traffic regulation, route and location guidance, hazardous situations and safety advisory and
warning messages. ATIS requires a large amount of data for processing, analysis and storage
for effective dissemination of traveler information to the users. Geographical Information Sys-
tem (GIS) allows large data to be effectively processed, stored, analyzed, logically associated and
graphical displayed. Thus GIS based ATIS provides a convenient and powerful tool for storage
and graphical representation of information, which can be useful to a user. Further by availing the
powerful GIS functionalities, user can conceive a problem and allow the appropriate software to
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assist him in decision-making process regarding optimum route selection and trip planning. In this
paper authors present a GIS based ATIS for Hyderabad city in India. Development of this GIS
based ATIS has been carried under ArcView GIS environment. This user-friendly system provides
comprehensive information of Hyderabad city such as road network, hospitals, government and
private offices, stadiums, bus and railway stations and tourist places with in the city limits. This
system can be used effectively in bus stations, railway stations, airports, and tourist information
centers, in personal computers to give information to the travelers and facilitate traveling.

• A Traffic incident Detection Algorithm Based on Non-Parameter Regression , by Shuming
Tang and Haijun Gao

Abstract: This paper proposes an improved nonparametric regression (INPR) algorithm for
forecasting traffic flows and its application in automatic detection of traffic incidents. The INPRA
is constructed based on the searching method of nearest neighbors for a traffic state vector, and its
main advantage lies in forecasting through possible trends of traffic flows, in stead of just current
traffic states as commonly used in previous forecasting algorithms. Various simulation results
have indicated the viability and effectiveness of the proposed new algorithm. Several performance
tests have been conducted using actual traffic data sets and results demonstrate that INPR’s
average absolute forecast errors, average relative forecast errors and average computing times are
the smallest comparing with other forecasting algorithms.

• A Framework for Real Time Behavior Interpretation from Traffic Video , by Pankay Kumar,
Surendra Ranganath, Huang Weimin, and Kuntal Sengupta

Abstract: Video based surveillance systems have a wide range of applications for traffic mon-
itoring as they provide more information compared to other sensors. In this paper we present
a rule based framework for behavior and activity detection in traffic videos obtained from sta-
tionary video cameras. The moving targets are segmented from the images and tracked in real
time. These are classified into different categories using a novel Bayesian network approach, which
makes use of image features and image sequence based tracking results for robust classification.
The tracking and classification results are used in a programmed context to analyze behavior. For
behavior recognition two types of interactions have been mainly considered. One is interaction
between two or more mobile targets in the Field of View (FOV) of the camera. The other is
interaction between targets and stationary objects in the environment. The framework is based
on two types of a priori information: (1) the contextual information of the camera’s FOV, in terms
of the different stationary objects in the scene and (2) sets of predefined behavior scenarios, which
need to be analyzed in different contexts. The system can recognize behavior from videos and give
a lexical output of the detected behavior. The system is capable of handling uncertainties that
arise due to errors in visual signal processing. We demonstrate successful behavior recognition
results for pedestrian-vehicle interaction and vehicle-checkpost interactions.

• Multilevel- and Neural Network-Based Stereo Matching Method for Real-Time Obstacle
Detection using Linear Cameras , by Yassine Ruichek

Abstract: The aim of this research work deals with real-time obstacle detection using linear
stereo vision. This paper presents a multilevel neural method for matching edges extracted from
stereo linear images. The method performs edge stereo matching at different levels with a neural
network based procedure. At each level, the process starts by selecting, in the left and right
linear images, the most significant edges, i.e., those with the largest gradient magnitudes. The
selected edges are then matched and the obtained pairs are used as reference pairs for matching
less significant edges in the next level. In each level, the matching problem is formulated as an
optimization task where an objective function, representing the constraints on the solution, is
minimized thanks to a Hopfield neural network.
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• Pedestrian Detection and Tracking with Night Vision , by Fengliang Xu, Xia Liu, Kikuo
Fujimura

Abstract: This paper presents a method for pedestrian detection and tracking using a single
night vision video camera installed on the vehicle. To deal with the non-rigid nature of human
appearance on the road, a two-step detection/tracking method is proposed. The detection phase
is performed by a Support Vector Machine (SVM) with size-normalized pedestrian candidates
and the tracking phase is a combination of Kalman Filter prediction and Mean Shift Tracking.
The detection phase is further strengthened by information obtained by a road detection module
that provides key information for pedestrian validation. Experimental comparisons (e.g., gray-
scale SVM recognition vs. binary SVM recognition and entire body detection vs. upper body
detection) have been carried out to illustrate the feasibility of our approach.

• A new automatic Extraction Method of container identity Codes , by He Zhiwei, Liu Jilin,
Ma Hongqing and Li Peihong

Abstract: An automatic extraction method of container identity codes based on template match-
ing is proposed. With different kinds of noises on the image, the container code can hardly be
extracted. Initially, the container image is filtered with both adaptive linear and nonlinear filters
in order to reduce noise so that the candidate text lines can be properly located. Then, a series of
standard templates has been brought forward according to the standard align modes of the con-
tainer ID codes. Lastly, the align mode of each candidate text line is obtained and then matched
with those standard templates and the container ID codes can be extracted automatically. Results
show that this method can segment the container ID codes with high performance.

• Evaluation of ACC Vehicles in Mixed Traffic: Lane Change Effects and Sensitivity Anal-
ysis , by Petros Ioannou and Margareta Stefanovic

Abstract: Almost every automobile company is producing vehicles with Adaptive Cruise Control
(ACC) system on board that enables a vehicle to do automatic vehicle following in the longitudinal
direction. The ACC system is designed for driver’s comfort and safety and to operate with
manually driven vehicles. These characteristics of ACC were found to have beneficial effects on
the environment and traffic flow characteristics [1], [2], [3] by acting as filters of a wide class
of traffic disturbances. It has been argued that the smooth response of ACC vehicles to high
acceleration disturbances or large position errors creates large gaps between the ACC vehicle and
the vehicle ahead inviting cut-ins and therefore generating additional disturbances that would not
have been created if all vehicles had been manually driven. In this paper we examine the effect
of lane changes on the benefits suggested in [1], [2], [3] as well as the sensitivity of these benefits
with respect to various variables such as the penetration of the ACC vehicles, level of traffic
disturbances etc. We demonstrate, using theory, simulations, and experiments, that during lane
changes, the smoothness of the ACC vehicle response attenuates the disturbances introduced by
a cut-in or an exiting vehicle in a way that is beneficial to the environment when compared with
similar situations where all vehicles are manually driven. We concluded that a higher number of
possible cut-ins that may occur due to the larger gaps created during high acceleration manoeuvres
by the vehicle in front of the ACC vehicle, will not annul the benefits obtained in the absence of
such cut-ins when compared with the situation of similar manoeuvres but with no cut-ins in the
case of 100% manually driven vehicles.

• Information Dissemination in Self-Organizing Inter-Vehicle Networks , by Lars Wischhof,
Andre Ebner, Hermann Rohling

Abstract: Inter-Vehicle Communication (IVC) is an emerging topic in research and application
which is getting increasing attention from all major car manufacturers. In this article, a novel
method for scalable information dissemination in highly mobile ad hoc networks is proposed:
Segment-Oriented Data Abstraction and Dissemination (SODAD). With SODAD, information can
be distributed in an information range multiple orders of magnitude larger than the transmission
range of the air interface, even if only 1-3% of all vehicles are equipped with an IVC system,
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e.g. during market introduction. By restricting the method to the dissemination of map/position
based data, scalability is achieved. In the second half of the article, an example application
for the SODAD method is presented: a Self-Organizing Traffic Information System (SOTIS). In
SOTIS, a car is equipped with a satellite navigation receiver, an IVC system and a digital map.
Each individual vehicle collects traffic information for its local area. Using the digital map, the
traffic information is analyzed based on road segments. By distributing the information in the ad
hoc inter-vehicle network using the SODAD method, a decentralized traffic information system is
created. The performance of the proposed methods is evaluated using network simulation with
vehicular mobility models. Simulation results for typical scenarios are presented. Furthermore, a
prototype implementation based on commercially available standard hardware demonstrates the
feasibility of the proposed approach.

• Optimal Coordination of Variable Speed Limits to Suppress Shock Waves , by Andreas
Hegyi, Bart De Schutter and Hans Hellendoorn

Abstract: When freeway traffic is dense, shock waves may appear. These shock waves result
in longer travel times and in sudden, large variations in the speeds of the vehicles, which could
lead to unsafe situations. Dynamic speed limits can be used to eliminate or at least to reduce the
effects of shock waves. However, coordination of the variable speed limits is necessary in order
to prevent the occurrence of new shock waves and/or a negative impact on the traffic flows in
other locations. In this paper we present a model predictive control (MPC) approach to optimally
coordinate variable speed limits for freeway traffic with the aim of suppressing shock waves. First,
we optimize continuous valued speed limits, such that the total travel time is minimal. Next, we
include a safety constraint that prevents drivers from encountering speed limit drops larger than,
e.g., 10 km/h. Furthermore, to get a better correspondence between the computed and the
applied control signals, we also consider discrete speed limits. We illustrate our approach with a
benchmark problem.

• Motion Generation and Adaptive Control Method of Automated Guided Vehicles in Road
Following , by Lotfi Beji and Y. Bestaoui

Abstract: (AGVs) are described by a nonlinear nonholonomic model with two inputs : the rear
axle torque and the steering angle torque. This model uses integrated longitudinal and lateral
behavior. The first part of the paper is concerned with motion generation, taking into account
kinodynamics and motor’s constraints. Usual kinematics constraints are not always sufficient to
providing feasible trajectories, thus we focus on velocity limitation and motor’s current and slew
rate constraints. Optimal velocity is determined for AGVs along a specified path with a known
curvature. The main result concerns the realistic situation when the parameters of the model
describing the movement of the vehicle are not well-known. A nonlinear strategy is proposed
to ensure the control of the vehicle even if the knowledge of AGV’s constant parameters is not
perfect. The proof of the main result is based on Lyapunov concept. The proposed results are
illustrated by simulations and some comments.
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Papers

Smart Bridges
by Steve E. Watkins (reprinted with permission from IEEE Instrumentation & Measurement Magazine)

Smart Bridges with fiber-optic sensors

Bridges represent an enormous infrastructure
investment across the nation. Maintenance, repair,
upgrade, and replacement of these structures are on-
going expenses. Management of these resources is
particularly acute today. Many structures, especially
those built in the first half of the 20th century, are
at or near the end of their service life and are car-
rying unanticipated traffic loads [1]. The possibili-
ties of vehicular accidents, earthquakes, and terror-
ism add to the management difficulty. Engineers are
turning to improved materials and techniques in con-
junction with permanent instrumentation to decrease
costs and increase service life in both old and new
structures. Effective structural instrumentation can
be based around fiber-optic systems. Initially a spin-
off of optical telecommunication developments, fiber-
optic sensing technology has advanced and matured
[2]. Many types of sensors have been developed with
various characteristics. Common approaches use in-
terferometry, Bragg gratings, scattering mechanisms,
and fluorescence [3]. They all benefit from the low
profile and low loss of optical fiber. The sensors can
be placed in otherwise difficult locations, and the in-
formation can be sent over long lengths of fiber. The
result is a permanent, flexible capability for nonde-
structive testing. Advanced instrumentation for civil
engineering structures addresses a wide range of in-
terdisciplinary issues. Effective implementation in-
tegrates sensor technology, advanced signal process-
ing techniques, materials science, and structural me-
chanics. Then effective implementation requires field
demonstrations to develop practical protocols and
to establish confidence in long-term system perfor-
mance. This article:

• describes an approach to bridge improvements
that uses smart structures

• introduces key technologies for health monitor-
ing systems based on fiber optics

• gives an overview of two instrumented bridges.
A sensing system in one application monitors
general performance and health of the struc-
ture, while the system in a second application
interrogates the behavior of a major structural
repair.

Smart Bridges

A smart structure has integral sensors that add
control or interpretation attributes. In addition to
the basic load bearing function, the structure will
adjust intelligently or interpret its state with respect
to environmental conditions similar to biological sys-
tems [4]. Figure 1 shows a typical system for smart
sensing using fiber optics. The measurand, which
is the physical condition being measured, interacts
with the sensor to create an optical signal. The sig-
nal transmits over the optical fiber to the process-
ing support instrumentation for demodulation and
then analysis. The resulting information can be used
to control some physical aspect of the structure or
to evaluate some management aspect of the struc-
ture. For instance, actuators can damp unwanted
vibrations, or managers can be warned of deteriora-
tion. A smart system provides an automated, fast
response and detects internal conditions that may be
difficult to assess otherwise. Management concerns
rather than control drive the measurement needs for
bridges. Concerns, such as damage mitigation during
earthquakes, would be addressed by a smart sensing
and control system. Management concerns include:

• verifying that the construction and the load dis-
tribution meets design expectations

• characterizing the extent and location of acci-
dental damage

• monitoring the remaining service life [4].
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Conservative design, qualitative inspections, sta-
tistical analysis, risk-intolerant maintenance, and
one-time testing traditionally addressed these con-
cerns. The weaknesses of the traditional ap-
proach, in addition to cost, are the difficulty
of quantitative assessment and the slow introduc-
tion of innovations. Cost/performance optimiza-
tion, new techniques, and new materials, such as
fiber-reinforced-polymer (FRP) composites, cannot
achieve widespread use without assurance of safety
and performance.

Figure 1: Fiber-optic system for a smart structure..

Reliable monitoring can encourage innovation by
decreasing risk and increasing confidence. A smart
bridge requires understanding of the relationships be-
tween component technologies. First, an embedded
or attached sensor must be compatible with the host
material. For instance, the performance of fiber-optic
sensors in concrete is a function of the fiber coating
[5]. Similar considerations exist for metal and FRP
composite materials. Second, different sensing archi-
tectures may facilitate the system analysis. Choices
include detection of the measurand field at a single
point, for an array of points, and along an integrated
path [5]. Point detection resolves spatial variations
or localized effects, such as midspan strain, and inte-
grated sensing provides a view of global characteris-
tics, such as average temperature. Other interdisci-
plinary challenges are in the areas of constructability,
system identification, data acquisition, information
technologies, and field studies [6].

Fiber-Optic Strain-Sensing Systems

The sensing process transforms a physical quan-
tity into a useable signal. The characteristics of a
fiber-optic sensor system are determined by the phys-
ical interaction, the sensor design, the signal inter-
pretation, and the smart structures integration. The
use of optical fiber as part of the system will influ-
ence most or all of these factors. In addition, one
or more of these factors may recommend optical sig-
nals and optical fiber systems over other choices in
a given application. Akey parameter of interest in

structural applications is the measurand of strain.
The dimensional deformation due to load, tempera-
ture, or other variables can be related to various per-
formance, health, and safety issues. An optical strain
sensor must encode this physical change on some as-
pect of the light wave. Phase changes and interfer-
ometric detection approaches are especially useful,
since they can resolve displacements and deforma-
tions on the order of an optical wavelength. In par-
ticular, fiber-based Fabry-Perot interferometers are
among the most successful sensor types. They can
make point measurements and do not depend on a
reference arm, as do Mach-Zehnder interferometers.

Fabry-Perot Fiber-Optic Sensors
The sensor interaction and design is classified as ei-
ther intrinsic or extrinsic. An intrinsic sensor is one in
which the sensing interaction occurs within the fiber
itself. An intrinsic cavity can be formed by incorpo-
rating partially reflecting interfaces along the fiber.
An extrinsic sensor is one in which the sensing oc-
curs outside of the fiber, and the role of the fiber is
only to transmit the data optically. Cutting the fiber
and separating the ends can form an extrinsic cavity.
For intrinsic and extrinsic Fabry-Perot sensors, the
gage length tends to be long and short, respectively.
Strain is integrated over the gage length. Hence, a
short gage length is best for point measurements. An
extrinsic Fabry-Perot fiber-based sensor is shown in
Figure 2(a) [3]. Multiple-reflections occur between
the two fiber end-faces. The total reflected interfer-
ence signal varies in response to changes in the cavity
spacing. A capillary tube is bonded to the two fibers
and maintains the alignment of their end faces. The
tube is bonded to a material under strain. As the
material and attached tube is strained, the optical
phase between reflections changes, and the returned
signal varies periodically. The extrinsic Fabry-Perot
interferometric (EFPI) sensor has several desirable
features. A single-ended sensor uses the reflected sig-
nal (as shown), although the strain information is
also in the transmitted signal. The sensor has little
transverse coupling and effectively evaluates the ax-
ial component of strain. The reflection coefficient of
the end-faces can be easily modified with a coating
to enhance the return signal. The length of the capil-
lary tube rather than the cavity determines the gage
length. The tube length is typically limited to less
than a centimeter. The fiber transmission path may
be long, but the reflected signal is insensitive to en-
vironmental changes that could cause noise in other
sensor systems. This sensor design can also measure
temperature if attached to a material with a known
thermal expansion characteristic.
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Interpretation of the signal occurs at a number
of levels. The most basic signal processing is to de-
modulate a strain value from a single sensor. More
advanced signal processing may demodulate strain
from a network of sensors and perform advanced
analysis. Networking can be done simultaneously
with dedicated instrumentation for each sensor or
sequentially with a single instrument that connects
to each sensor in turn. Also, optical wavelength-
division multiplexing may be performed at the cost
of wavelength-sensitive fiber couplers and connec-
tions. Advanced analysis depends on the application
needs. The EFPI signal is periodic with strain and
may extend through many cycles for typical strain
levels. Various demodulation techniques exist for
extracting the strain from this highly nonlinear sig-
nal. One common approach uses the response at
several wavelengths to determine the absolute cavity
displacement and hence the absolute strain. Figure
2(b) displays the schematic of this type of instru-
mentation. Abroadband source excites the sensor,
and a coupler and wavelength demodulator direct
a set of wavelengths to a detector. The combined
interference values uniquely determine the strain.

Figure 2: Sensor system: (a) EFPI sensor with an
external air-gap cavity between fiber end-faces; (b)
EFPI fiber-optic sensor and support instrumentation
for absolute strain measurement...

Smart Structure Integration
The application imposes diverse criteria on the sens-
ing solution. The incorporation of the sensor system
must not affect the structure adversely, the environ-
ment must not degrade the signal significantly, the
demodulated information must be available readily,
and the system cost must be less than inspection.
The use of optical fiber addresses the first two integra-
tion concerns. Fiber advantages include small size,
low weight, low loss, environmental ruggedness (e.g.,

to corrosion, temperature, and vibration), and immu-
nity to electrical noise. Also, in laboratory and field
tests, fiber sensors have been shown to function dur-
ing and after catastrophic failure in reinforced con-
crete structures. The support instrumentation must
satisfy the final two integration concerns. Perfor-
mance and cost must balance; the number and place-
ment of sensors, the testing schedule, and the com-
plexity of signal analysis are considerations. Artifi-
cial neural networks are often coupled with fiber-optic
sensing systems for their capabilities in pattern recog-
nition, classification, and prediction. These parallel
processing architectures provide advanced processing
and analysis functions accurately and robustly. The
implementation of neural networks in smart struc-
tures is an active research area.

Bridge Implementations

Permanent fiber-opticbased instrumentation in
bridges provides capability for performance monitor-
ing, health indicators, and warning functions. Both of
the following examples use EFPI strain-sensing net-
works for long-term quantitative assessments. The
on-site physical components are the sensors and a
patch box. Data acquisition and processing equip-
ment for the sensors are brought to the sites during
tests. Initial testing gives base-line data for inter-
pretation. Periodic measurements can be taken with
little setup or disruption of traffic.

UMR Smart Composite Bridge
A comprehensive research project designed, analyzed,
manufactured, and tested a 9-m span bridge and
associated test articles. The structures are modu-
lar assemblies of FRP composite tubes. These pul-
truded square tubes have standard 76-mm square
cross-section and are reinforced with either carbon
or glass fibers. Seven alternating layers of tubes form
structural I-beam elements within the bridge. The
approach results in an extended lifetime due to all-
FRP construction and relative economy due to stan-
dard off-the-shelf tube elements. The strength and
deflection of the bridge assembly was tailored by the
balanced use of higher-cost, higher-stiffness, carbon
tubes and lower-cost, lower-stiffness, glass tubes. The
prototype structure, the first all-FRP bridge in Mis-
souri, is part of a pedestrian walkway (although it is
rated for highway loads) located on the University of
Missouri at Rolla (UMR) campus. The development
was a cooperative development effort that was led by
UMR with industry and government partners.
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Figure 3: UMR smart composite bridge during a
near-rating load test with a weighted truck...

The project goals were to develop a novel FRP-
composite approach for extended lifetime highway
bridges and to implement a permanent performance
and health monitoring system as a long-term techno-
logical demonstration for industry and a field labo-
ratory for engineering students at UMR. A primary
feature of the bridge was the fiber-optic strain-sensing
system. Research issues included installation proto-
cols, sensor accuracy, and sensor lifetime. The mea-
surement objectives of the fiber-optic instrumenta-
tion were to:

• monitor flexure strain during destructive labo-
ratory tests of tube assemblies.

• monitor flexure strain during near-rating load
tests of the installed bridge.

• record strain characteristics during dynamic
and static load tests.

• provide a capability for field remote-monitoring
developments.

Sensors were embedded to monitor internal strain
in the main load-carrying layers, i.e., the top and bot-
tom layers of carbon-FRP tubes.

• A four-layer test article and a full-scale
seven-layer structural I-beam element were
loaded past failure to verify design strength
and investigate failure characteristics. Fiber-
optic sensors along with companion electri-
cal resistance strain gages and linear-variable-
differential transformers (LVDTs) monitored
the tests.

• The bridge was field loaded to near its design
rating using the weighted dump truck shown in
Figure 3. These tests are periodically repeated
to document long-term bridge behavior.

• The strain signals are analyzed for various load-
ing conditions during academic laboratory ex-
ercises.

• The instrumented bridge is a test bed for re-
mote monitoring developments. A dedicated
fiber-optic data line into the UMR Applied Op-
tics Laboratory is currently planned.

Figure 4: Fiber-optic sensors are embedded in the
bottom layer of the smart composite bridge during as-
sembly. The full-scale I-beam test article is shown in
the background...

Figure 4 shows how fiber-optic sensors were incor-
porated within the structure during assembly. They
were placed in small grooves on the tube surfaces
to provide protection from impacts during assembly
steps and to move the sensors away from the inter-
face between tubes. The strain measurements by
each sensor should be associated with only one tube
and not complicated by possible interface effects with
other tubes. The sensors were tacked in place after
cleaning the groove with acetone. The sensor leads
were routed toward the end of the bridge along the
interface between tubes. Then, the sensors and leads
were covered with epoxy during the surface prepara-
tion of the next layer of tubes. Afiber-optic sensor
patch box is located at one corner of the bridge deck.
The ends of the leads were carried inside transverse
tubes to the sensor patch box. Details and images of
the manufacture, installation, and testing are avail-
able on the project Web site [7]. The site includes a
live image of the final structure from a Web charge-
coupled device (CCD) camera.

Sensor Performance for Smart Composite Bridge
The EFPI sensor network performed well in the smart
composite bridge project with respect to monitoring
of failure events, agreement with other sensor mea-
surements, and sensitivity for small loads [8]. For a
four-layer test article, the sensors survived the entire
load test, including catastrophic failure. For an I-
beam test article, the sensors displayed excellent cor-
relation to colocated electrical resistance gages. For
the bridge tests, the fiber-optic sensors differed from
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a finite element model prediction less than 4sensors
recorded elastic behavior for loadings below the de-
sign threshold. Figure 5 shows the midspan strain
on the top layer as a Ford F150 truck drives across
the bridge. The truck had a front axle weight that
was 8.4of 142.4 kN (32,000 lb). Note that the un-
loaded strains before and after the test are the same.
The maximum compressive strain occurred when the
truck’s center of mass was at midspan. Load tests
with heavier trucks (Figure 3) produced strain mea-
surements that fit a linear relationship of load versus
strain. Hence, the internal fiber-optic sensors veri-
fied the elastic behavior expected for normal loading
of the bridge.

UI-44 Overpass Repair
A highway overpass on Interstate Highway 44 (I-44)
in south-central Missouri was recently rehabilitated
following a major accident. The bridge is a rein-
forced concrete structure that is part of the Mis-
souri Department of Transportation (MODOT) sys-
tem.Avehicular impact severely damaged both piers
in the median and the associated pier cap structure.
The repair consisted of replacing the damaged piers,
reconstructing the pier cap, injecting cracks with
epoxy, and reinforcing the concrete with carbon-FRP
composite sheets. Aresearch aspect of the repair was
the field demonstration of the ability of the carbon-
FRP confinement to increase load carrying capacity.
An effective repair was obviously less expensive and
less disruptive than a total replacement of the bridge.
However, there were concerns about possible degra-
dation of the repair over time. Conventional testing
and inspections involve considerable setup and time.
The bridge was instrumented with fiber-optic sensors
as a cost-effective means of confirming safety and an
appropriate load rating.

Figure 5: Compressive strain in the top layer of the
smart composite bridge for a moving pickup truck.
The front-axle load was 8.4% of the design load rat-
ing...

Figure 6: Schematic of the piers and pier cap of
an instrumented concrete bridge. Fiber optic sensors
monitor cracks in concrete and delamination of FRP
reinforcement...

Figure 7: Fiber-optic sensors installed on the re-
constructed pier cap of an I-44 overpass. The crack
sensors and the patch box are visible on the face and
the delamination sensors are placed on the blue rein-
forcing sheet on the bottom...

The in-situ system was designed to monitor pos-
sible degradation of the reconstructed pier cap and
the carbon-FRP patch. Figure 6 is a schematic of
the repaired piers, pier cap, and carbon-FRP rein-
forcement. The three objectives of the fiber- optic
instrumentation were to:

• measure potential propagation of cracks in the
pier cap.

• monitor potential delamination of the carbon-
FRP reinforcement.

• record a signature strain during load tests. All
sensors were applied to the pier cap, as shown
in Figure 7.

• three major cracks were present in the pier cap.
A fiber- optic sensor was attached at the base
of each crack. Any further propagation of these
cracks will produce a major change in the strain
signal.
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• a sheet of reinforcement was placed on the bot-
tom of the pier cap where it would experience
maximum flexure strain. A circular bubble of
diameter 12 cm was incorporated in the sheet.
This intentional delamination reduces the ef-
fectiveness of the reinforcement. Sensors were
surface- mounted on the delamination and at
the edge to detect any spreading of the delam-
ination.

• The overall strain characteristics from all five
sensors during a standard load test are an indi-
cation of the structural health. Changes from
this signature could indicate a reduction in the
bridge’s load capacity.

The sensor installation consisted of preparing the
surface and of routing the optical fiber to the patch
box. The sensors were attached with epoxy, and the
fiber leads were tacked in place. Sensors and fibers
were covered with caulking for extra environmental
protection. Also, the sensors mounted to the con-
crete were placed in small grooves to provide protec-
tion from impacts during testing. A sealed patch box
was located on the pier cap to limit general access.
All sensors were operating for the baseline testing.

Greater Safety and Assured performance

Smart bridges are possible in which permanent
sensing instrumentation evaluates the structural, ge-
ometric, environmental, and health characteristics.
Cost/performance optimization, new techniques, and
new materials can be managed with greater safety
and assured performance. This interdisciplinary field
addresses critical needs for maintenance, repair, up-
grade, and replacement of structurally deficient or
functionally obsolete bridges. Instrumentation based
on fiber optics is particularly well suited for civil en-
gineering applications. Measurements are possible at
hard-to-access locations, and the information can be
transmitted over long lengths of fiber. The optical
sensors do not perturb the structure and can handle
the environmental extremes while providing reliable,
high-resolution information.
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Rhodes to ITS
by Fei-Yue Wang and Pitu Mirachandani (reprinted with permission from IEEE Computer Society)

Rhodes to Intelligent Transportation Systems

Ever since the major initiatives of the US, Eu-
rope, and Japan in the early 1990’s to exploit com-
munication, control, and computer advances to make
transportation more efficient, reliable, and safe (as
embodied in the US Intelligent Intelligent Trans-
portation System program), there have been implicit
promises that the implementation will be soon. You
only have to read the various articles on smart roads,
smart vehicles, vehicle telematics, and so on to re-
alize that the promises haven’t yet been kept. For
example, one promise was that, by now, most roads
would include infrastructure allowing communication
from a central system to most vehicles. In addition,
most vehicles would be equipped so that through this
communication drivers could obtain route guidance,
warnings on lane departures, notification of vehicle
malfunctions, and so on.

To be sure, researchers have conducted tests
to show the feasibility of many of the promises,
but full-scale deployment is still a ways away.
Transportation agencies and automobile companies
have realized that maybe they had promised too
much and now have more modest goals and mile-
stones. Even the US Federal Highway Admin-
istration’s latest initiatives, such as the Intelli-
gent Vehicle Initiative (www.its.dot.gov/ivi/ivi.htm)
and Vehicle Infrastructure Integration initiative
www.its.dot.gov/initiatives/initiative9. htm), have
modest goals for the next five to 10 years. To help
fulfill the promises of ITS, the ATLAS (Advanced
Traffic and Logistics Algorithms and Systems-see the
sidebar for more information) research center is de-
veloping and testing the RHODES (Real-Time Hi-
erarchical Optimized Distributed Effective System)
traffic control system [1]. We believe that RHODES
will play a major role in the realization of future Ad-
vanced Traffic Management Systems, a major com-
ponent of ITS.

The future of traffic management

It’s envisioned that future ATMSs will know every
vehicle’s location (but not necessarily the identifica-
tion of the vehicle or its driver, unless the driver has
provided this information for extra services). Also,
traffic management controls and advisories will en-
sure that vehicles in the network have the smoothest,
safest, and most efficient ride from their origin to
their destination. The controls and advisories will
include

• Traffic signals and the phase timings (A set
of active signal lights-for example, north-south
green with a red left-turn arrow and east-west
red-is a phase; phase timing refers to the se-
quence of phases and each phase’s time and du-
ration.)

• Roadside or above-road changeable message
signs

• Highway advisory radio

• Pretrip information through radio, television,
and invehicle navigation systems

• Incident and road work information through ra-
dio and in-vehicle systems

• En route route guidance through in-vehicle sys-
tems

ATMSs will obtain traffic information from these
sources:

• Inductive-loop detectors below the road surface

• Video detectors over the roads that count vehi-
cles in defined fields of view

• Other types of detectors such as microwave de-
tectors, infrared detectors, acoustic detectors,
and sonar detectors
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Atlas

The objectives of the Advanced Traffic and Logistics Algorithms and Systems research center are to

• Conduct basic research and system development on advanced technologies, information systems,
and methods for traffic and logistics management

• Collaborate with agencies and industries and assist in the study and implementation of the state
of the art in traffic and logistics management systems

• Enhance education and technology transfer activities that advance the state of the practice in
traffic and logistics management

ATLAS collaborates with the US Federal Highway Administration, several state and local transporta-
tion agencies, other universities and research laboratories and institutes (including some in Europe,
Asia, and South America), and many traffic and transportation companies in the private sector. AT-
LAS has conducted research, development, and deployment in

• ATMS components, notably on RHODES, the MILOS (Multiobjective Integrated Large-Scale
Optimized Ramp-Metering Control System) system for adaptive ramp metering, transit priority
methods, wide-area traffic management, and real-time evacuation management

• Advanced Traveler Information Systems, including SPARTA (see the sidebar ”The Living Labo-
ratory”) and the I-KIOSK for providing bus status and schedules

• Advanced public-transportation systems, including itinerary planning on the Web, online transit
rescheduling, and integrating automatic vehicle location and traffic control for transit priority

• Intelligent-vehicles research, notably the VISTA (Vehicles with Intelligent Systems for Transport
Automation) program, lane departure warning, and autopilots

ATLAS is also investigating new technologies and systems such as aerial data collection and monitoring
and pedestrian recognition for traffic-adaptive signal control. In addition, the research center is de-
veloping new methodologies in traffic modeling, simulation, statistical evaluation, optimization, sensor
location, and real-time algorithms.

• In-vehicle automatic vehicle locators that trans-
mit the vehicle’s location and other information
(for example, some transit AVL systems pro-
vide location, passenger counts, and schedule
adherence)

• Roadside vehicle identification sensors that
read, for example, a permit allowing a vehi-
cle’s passage in a lane through toll payment or
special permission (for example, HOT lanes on
some highways allow a high-occupancy [HO] ve-
hicle free passage while charging a toll [T] for
single or low-occupancy vehicles)

• Drivers who voluntarily provide information to
obtain a service (for example, route guidance)

RHODES doesn’t yet employ all these con-
trols, advisories, and information sources. How-
ever, its modular architecture will let us build
on the communication-controlcomputer infrastruc-
ture to provide additional functions for ITS.

The Rhodes system

RHODES takes as input sensor data from detec-
tors, AVLs, transponders, and so on. It produces
real-time predictions of traffic flow and ”optimally”
controls the flow through the transportation network,
using phase timing.

Figure 1: A feedback control diagram for traffic-
adaptive systems
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Traffic-adaptive signal control
Vehicle arrival at a traffic signal is stochastic; vehicles
arrive sometimes singly and sometimes in batches or
platoons. Interarrival times (times between vehicles
or platoons) vary nondeterministically, being affected
by time-of-day traffic conditions, the vehicle mix, up-
stream incidents and bottlenecks, the mix of driver
types (defined by purpose, socioeconomic and demo-
graphic variables, and driver personality), and the
physical layout of the road and lanes. To be effective,
real-time traffic- adaptive signal control must proac-
tively respond to the arrival streams to minimize
vehicle stops and delays as much as possible. The
feedback control diagram in Figure 1 illustrates an
effective traffic-adaptive signal control system. The
sensors monitor the traffic on the network. Using a
traffic model, the system estimates the current traffic
flow and predicts future traffic flow. Using an op-
timization algorithm or an optimum-seeking heuris-
tic, it then determines the best plan or phase tim-
ing to apply for the next control period. The traffic-
adaptive systems being implemented in the US, Eu-
rope,Australia, and a few Asian countries differ in

• What they assume about traffic flow patterns
• How they estimate traffic flow
• How they optimize signal phasing

Figure 2: A simplified diagram of Rhodes operation

Figure 3: The middle and lower levels of the Rhodes
hierarchical control architecture

RHODES employs a traffic-adaptive signal control
architecture that

• Decomposes the traffic control problem into
subproblems that are interconnected hierarchi-
cally.

• Predicts traffic flow at appropriate resolution
levels (individual vehicles, platoons, transit ve-
hicles, emergency response units, and trains) to
enable proactive control.

• Supports various optimization modules for solv-
ing the subproblems.

• Employs data structure and computation and
communication approaches that allow fast so-
lution of the subproblems.

This lets RHODES implement each decision
within an appropriate rolling time horizon of the cor-
responding subproblem.

As the main optimization approach, RHODES
uses dynamic programming (DP). The performance
criterion for the DP can be any provided by the au-
thority responsible for the system, as long as it’s
based on traffic measures of effectiveness (such as av-
erage delays, stops, and throughput).

How Rhodes operates
Figure 2 depicts a simplified operational diagram for
RHODES. Basically, the system carries out two main
processes. The first is estimation and prediction,
which takes the sensor data and estimates the ac-
tual flow profiles in the network and the flows’ subse-
quent propagation. The second process involves the
decision system, which selects the phase timing to
optimize a given objective function, the optimization
being based on DP and decision trees. Possible ob-
jectives include minimizing the average delay per ve-
hicle, minimizing the average queues at intersections,
and minimizing the number of stops. When the ob-
jective function considers delays, the computation of
the objective function’s value might involve assign-
ing a weight to each vehicle to reflect its delay. This
weight increases when the vehicle waits too long in a
queue. The decision system has a hierarchical con-
trol structure. At the highest level is a dynamic net-
work loading (DNL) model that captures traffic char-
acteristics that vary slowly over time. These charac-
teristics pertain to the network geometry (available
routes including road closures, construction, and so
on), travel demand (roughly, the number of people
wanting to go from their origin to their destination),
and the travelers’ typical route selection (for example,
choosing routes such that travel times on a selected
set of routes from an origin to a destination are nearly
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equal). On the basis of these characteristics, the sys-
tem can estimate the load on each particular road seg-
ment, in terms of vehicles per hour. These estimates
provide Rhodes with prior allocations of green times
(times when the traffic signals are green) for each dif-
ferent demand pattern and each phase (north-south
through-movement, north-south left turn, east-west
left turn, and so on). At the middle level, called
network flow control, the system updates the green-
time decisions. At this level, the system measures
traffic flow characteristics in terms of platoons of ve-
hicles and their speeds. Given the approximate green
times, the intersection control at the lowest level se-
lects the appropriate times for phase changes. It does
this on the basis of observed and predicted arrivals of
individual vehicles at each intersection. Figure 3 de-
picts the control structure for the middle and lower
levels. Essentially, each of these levels contains an es-
timation module and a control module. APRES-NET
and PREDICT are estimation modules, and REAL-
BAND is a control module. The control algorithms
at the intersection control level are the DP optimiza-
tion models, such as the CAPRI (Categorized Ar-
rivals Based Phase Reoptimization at Intersections)
strategy [2-6].

RHODES AND ATMS

Each level of RHODES control has potential use-
ful applications in ATMS.

Dynamic network loading
The DNL module hasn’t been fully developed or field
tested. However, we’ve simulated tests of the prelimi-
nary models. Once operational, this module will take
as input all the transportation planning data (obtain-
able from planning agencies), such as daily trips by
mode, time of day, and day of week, from origins to
destinations. It will fuse this data with real-time sen-
sor data to estimate current traffic patterns. Besides
predictions for lower-level control in RHODES, this
module will provide

• Pretrip and in-vehicle route guidance
• Route advisories for specialized vehicles such

as emergency responders (fire department, po-
lice, and ambulances) and vehicles carrying haz-
ardous materials

• Time-dependent traffic data for better design of
transportation networks

One application of DNL that ATLAS is studying
is real-time traffic management for emergency evac-
uation. Given real-time traffic information and esti-

mates of the population distribution at the time of the
emergency incident (which are available from plan-
ners), this application provides a regional perspec-
tive to guide vehicles, in real time, from the incident
location to safe destinations [7].

Network flow control
Effectively, the network control level tries to open
green bands for the defined platoons. (In a green
band, traffic signals at a set of consecutive intersec-
tions are timed to be green so that vehicles in the
platoon don’t have to stop at the intersections.) But
two other ”clients” of ATMSs require special con-
siderations when using a signalized network: emer-
gency vehicles and trains. An emergency vehicle,
such as a fire truck that requires fast, safe passage
from its station to the emergency site, can be consid-
ered a platoon of one that requires a green band. The
RHODES architecture allows signal optimization so
that the emergency vehicle gets the green light while
the rest of the traffic faces minimal delays. Trains, on
the other hand, already have a preemption authority
that makes their signal green regardless of the net-
work traffic when road-level railroad crossings exist.
If RHODES can obtain advance information on the
train’s movement through crossings, it can provide
green lights for the affected vehicles so that they’re
moved out of the crossing zones and delayed less. In
addition, if changeable-message signs are near rail-
road crossings,ATMSs can provide drivers informa-
tion on alternative routes in conjunction with the op-
timized phase timings that RHODES provides [3].

Intersection control
Other ATMS clients are buses and other transit ve-
hicles. When a bus is running late, it would be ap-
propriate to give it some priority through signalized
intersections to decrease its delay while not greatly
increasing other drivers’ delays. The DP optimiza-
tion model lets RHODES give a higher weight to a
delayed bus (that is, much higher than that for a pri-
vate automobile). This weight appropriately takes
into account trade-offs between bus delays and other
vehicle delays in setting phase durations. Simulation-
based experiments show that we can significantly re-
duce bus delays with little effect on traffic delays on
the cross streets (the traffic delay in the bus’s di-
rection generally decreases). We’re also planning to
field-test how well RHODES performs with this tran-
sit priority [8]. If sensors can be designed that de-
tect pedestrians and bicycles-also ATMS clients-the
intersection control module will also be able to con-
sider trade-offs among delays of pedestrians, bicycles,
cars, and buses. ATLAS is developing videobased
pedestrian detectors and is planning to field-test a
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Figure 4: Average vehicle delays versus throughput (vehicle trips per hour): comparing RHODES with
(a) actuated control at an interchange and (b) semiactuated control for a major surface street segment.

RHODES version that considers both pedestrian and
vehicular demands.

Testing RHODES

Figure 4a shows typical simulation results. The
figure is from an analysis using a simulation model
of a diamond interchange in Tempe, Arizona. (A
diamond interchange is an interchange between a
freeway and a surface street that looks like a dia-
mond.) It indicates that RHODES could decrease ve-
hicle delays compared to well-timed actuated control
for the same interchange. (Actuated control slightly
increases or decreases a phase duration on the ba-
sis of some logical function of the actuations of the
loops just upstream of the intersection.) Figure 4b
compares RHODES with semiactuated control (also
called actuated coordinated control) for a major sur-
face street segment with eight intersections at Tara
Boulevard in Atlanta. RHODES performs much bet-
ter than semiactuated control; average vehicle delays
decrease from 50 percent (for low loads) to 30 per-
cent (for high loads). In the high-load case, not only
are the average delays smaller but also the delay’s
variance is significantly reduced, making movement
through the network more predictable for the driver.
We conducted the first RHODES field test in Tempe,
Arizona, in September 2000 [9]. Subsequently, we
tested it in Seattle in summer 2002; in Tucson, Ari-
zona, in winter 2002; in Oakville, Canada, in summer
2004; and in Santa Clara, California, in fall 2004. In
most of the tests, RHODES improved traffic perfor-
mance; it didn’t hurt performance in any test (that
is, it at least matched a well-timed system). We plan
more tests, with further enhancement of RHODES, in

Pinellas County, Florida, in Seattle, and in Houston,
Texas. The Chinese Academy of Sciences in Beijing
is also using RHODES to develop the Green- Pass
traffic control and management system for the 2008
Olympics [10]. GreenPass is undergoing field testing
in Shandong, China. In addition, ATLAS is using
RHODES in conjunction with its Living Laboratory
for Transportation Technologies.

The Living Laboratory

An important component of ATLAS is the Living
Laboratory for Transportation Technologies, which
lets researchers pretest and post-evaluate technolo-
gies and systems. Besides typical traffic equipment
such as traffic controllers, traffic signal cabinets, and
computers, it includes highspeed network connections
via optical fiber to the Traffic Operations Center in
Tucson, Arizona. This lets researchers access near-
real-time status information for over 350 intersections
in the Tucson metropolitan region. A similar connec-
tion with the city’s public-transportation operations
provides ATLAS real-time status and position infor-
mation of all transit fleet vehicles. A network of 15
intersections near the University of Arizona has also
been instrumented to provide real-time status infor-
mation, such as second-by-second detector and signal
status, which is available for research and monitor-
ing. Figure 5 indicates the intersections that con-
stitute this network, which are being monitored and
tested with the RHODES traffic control system. This
network connectivity has let the laboratory design
SPARTA (System for the Prediction and Analysis of
Real-Time Traffic on Arterials), a Web-based traffic
information system.
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Figure 5: The Living Laboratory for Transportation Technologies includes a section of the transportation
network near the University of Arizona that has been instrumented for testing the RHODES traffic control
system. Circles indicate RHODES-controlled intersections

Each second, SPARTA updates its database with
each intersection’s signal status, active timing plan,
vehicle detector and pedestrian actuations (which
occur when a vehicle goes over an induction-loop
detector or a pedestrian presses a crosswalk but-
ton), and peer communications status, providing a
rich source of data. With appropriate login permis-
sions, researchers can retrieve this second-by-second
information for any time period. SPARTA also lets
researchers obtain derived measures, such as occu-
pancy, lane utilization, volume counts (per lane),
phase utilization, phase splits (the distribution of
green times for a phase), and cycle lengths. (A phase
is a set of active signal lights-for example, north-
south green with a red left-turn arrow and east-west
red.) Using Rhodes controller information, we can
also obtain estimated queue lengths and are working
to obtain estimates of travel times for road segments,
turn proportions (the percentage of traffic that goes
straight, turns right, and turns left), and queue dis-
charge rates.

RHODES can provide a strategic road to-
ward realizing the promise of ITS’s advanced-traffic-
management functions. Preliminary simulation anal-
yses and field testing have planted seeds that might
eventually produce fruit that will benefit travelers
on our congested highways and streets. Of course,
full realization of RHODES’s potential will require
the confidence and the cooperation of traffic agen-
cies, and national organizations such as the Federal
Highway Administration will need to convince local
agencies that ITS and ATMS can benefit all citizens.
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Non-Society ITS News

A Glimpse on the Web
by Alessandra Fascioli

This department is dedicated to catching a glimpse on the WWW trying to discover interesting ITS related
Web resources. Reviewed sites range from research programs and projects, to software packages, databases,
associations, non-profit companies, and more.
Every suggestion or contribution is welcome and should be addressed to fascal@ce.unipr.it.

• The CyberC3 Project, Cybernetic technologies for Cars in the Chinese Cities, is an international
research project supported by the EC Asia IT&C Programme. This project started from December
2004 under the partnership among the Shanghai Jiao Tong University (China), INRIA (France),
Coimbra University (Portugal). During the next two years, the CyberC3 project will liaise with
the IST European CyberCars Project (Cybernetic Technologies for the Car in the City) and apply
advanced IT&C technologies in cars and transport system, on one hand, aiming to propose an
innovative transportation for the city of tomorrow based on fully automated vehicles (Cybercars),
which has advantages of high flexibility, efficiency, safety; on the other hand, aiming to protect the
environment and improve the quality of life for Asian sustainable development.
Link to CyberC3 site:
http://CyberC3.sjtu.edu.cn

• The RoadSense project supports European Motor Vehicle Manufacturers in developing indus-
try codes of practice in the field of Vehicle Safety and Human Vehicle Interactions (HVI). The
initiative addresses the need to reduce the number of deaths and injured persons on European
roads. RoadSense will deliver guidelines for the methods of HVI tests and will develop a driver
behavioural simulation environment to evaluate new technology proposals. It provides a framework
for establishing robust Human Machine Interface requirements that will drive technology change.
The RoadSense initiative was launched by the European automotive industry through EUCAR to
ensure that the approach to HVI strategy development will be adopted by the entire European
motor vehicle industry.
Link to RoadSense project site:
http://www.eu-projects.com/roadsense/

• ITS Norway is an association promoting multimodal intelligent transport systems and services.
Its aim is to build professional networks and arrange contact with high-level strategy development
and political fora. ITS Norway supports the application of ITS in all modes of transport, work-
ing towards increased funds and better programmes for research and development, nationally and
through EU Framework Programmes.
Link to ITS Norway site:
http://www.its-norway.com/
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• ITS Norway is an association promoting multimodal intelligent transport systems and services.
Its aim is to build professional networks and arrange contact with high-level strategy development
and political fora. ITS Norway supports the application of ITS in all modes of transport, work-
ing towards increased funds and better programmes for research and development, nationally and
through EU Framework Programmes.
Link to ITS Norway site:
http://www.its-norway.com/

• The Telematics Cluster, supported by the Flemish Government, accelerates the use of intelli-
gent telematics solutions in the area of traffic management, mobility and logistics. The members
of the Telematics Cluster form a unique platform, representing all stakeholders of the business:
users, operators, integrators, technology suppliers and knowledge institutes. The Telematics Clus-
ter actively stimulates the collaboration of private companies with regional, national and European
governments for the implementation of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS).
Link to Telematics Cluster site:
http://www.telematicscluster.be/

• The International Road Federation (IRF) is a unique global platform that brings together
public and private entities committed to road development. Working together with its members
and associates, the IRF promotes social and economic benefits that flow from well-planned and
environmentally sound transportation networks. Ever since its establishment in 1948, the IRF has
been active in the advocacy of all issues relevant to the road industry, from financing to technol-
ogy and from development to safety. It serves as a catalyst for public and private partnership to
organize, promote and develop international road programs. The Federation works closely with
regional agencies, such as the European Commission and U.S. Federal Highways Administration,
international institutions such as the United Nations Economic Commissions, and financial insti-
tutions such as the World Bank, the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the
Inter-American Development Bank and the Asian Development Bank. With a wide network across
more than seventy countries and six continents, IRF believes that it can make a difference in putting
into place technological solutions in todays multi-faceted world of transport.
Link to IRF site:
http://www.irfnet.org

The project CyberC3
by Ming Yang

The Cybernetic technologies for Cars in the Chinese Cities (CyberC3) Project is an international research
project supported by the EC Asia IT&C Programme. This project started from December 2004 under
the partnership among the Shanghai Jiao Tong University (China), INRIA (France), Coimbra University
(Portugal). During the next two years, the CyberC3 project will liaise with the IST European CyberCars
Project (Cybernetic Technologies for the Car in the City) and apply advanced IT&C technologies in cars
and transport system, on one hand, aiming to propose an innovative transportation for the city of tomorrow
based on fully automated vehicles (Cybercars), which has advantages of high flexibility, efficiency, safety;
on the other hand, aiming to protect the environment and improve the quality of life for Asian sustainable
development.

http://CyberC3.sjtu.edu.cn/
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Upcoming Conferences, Workshops, or Symposia
by Massimo Bertozzi

This section lists upcoming ITS-related conferences, workshops, or exhibits. Contributions are welcome;
please send announcements to itsconfs@ce.unipr.it.

ITE 2005 Technical Conf. and Exhibit
Las Vegas, USA
February 27–March 2

The 9th World Multi-Conf. on Systemics, Cybernet-
ics and Informatics
http://www.iiisci.org/sci2005
Orlando, USA
July 10–13,
♦ submission by March 2

ICRA 2005 Intl. Conf. on Robotics and Automation
http://www.icra2005.org
Barcelona, Spain
April 18–22

TRAFFEX and Smart Moving conf. 2005
http://www.traffex.com
Birmingham, UK
April 19–21

IASTED Control and Applications
Cancun, Mexico
May 18–20

IEEE 61st Semiannual Vehicular Technology Conf.
http://vtc2005spring.org
Stockholm, Sweden
May 30–June 1

ITS in Europe 2005
http://www.itsineurope.com
Hannover, Germany
June 1–3

IEEE IV 2005
http://www.ieeeiv.org
Las Vegas, USA
June 5–7
ESV 2005 Enhanced Safety of Vehicle Conf.
http://www-esv2005.nhtsa.dot.gov

Whashington, USA
June 6–9

3rd Intl. Driving Symp. on Human Factors in Driver
Assessment, Training, and Vehicle Design
http://www.driving-assessment.org
Rockport, USA
June 27-30

The 16th Intl. Symp. on Transp. and Traffic Theory
http://www.mti.umd.edu/news/isttt16/index.htm
College Park, USA
July 19–21

IASTED Automation, Control, and Applications
Novosibirsk, Russia
June 20–24

ITE 2005 Annual Meeting and Exhibit
http://www.ite.org/annualmeeting
Melbourne, Australia
August 7–10,
♦ submission by May 2

IEEE ITSC 2005
http://www.itsc2005.at
Vienna, Austria
September 13–16,
♦ submission by March, 1st

IEEE 61st Semiannual Vehicular Technology
Conf. (fall)
http://vtc2005fall.org
Dallas, USA
September 25–28

IEEE 63st Semiannual Vehicular Technology
Conf. (spring)
http://vtc2006spring.com
Melbourne, Australia
May 8–10, 2006,
♦ submission by Semptember 16
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